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Set your intentions, break through blockages and learn ways to manifest your dreams using the 49
cards and guidebook of this extraordinary divination system! Each original card connects with a
major chakra and represents one of the mystical fables revealed by angels to psychic Tori Hartman
following a near-death experience. The divination spreads range from basic one-card readings to
intention spreads that tap into and activate your manifesting energyâ€”even the more complex
Chakra Layout is easy-to-use, as are all the spreads. This new deck is set to become a classic for
those interested in developing their intuition and card divination.
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Iâ€™m a bit of a tarot and oracle card addict so when I was offered the Chakra Wisdom and Oracle
cards to review, I jumped at the chance.Before I tell you about the Chakra Wisdom Oracle cards, I
want to tell you about the quality.I donâ€™t know about you but I hate it when you get excited about
a new deck, they arrive and as soon as the cards come out they get chipped. I really dislike poor
quality card stock and shoddy boxes.I did a little happy dance when I took the Chakra Wisdom
Oracle cards out of their very solid box and found there was no scrimping and scraping on the
quality of the cards either.Phew! Cards and box are robust. Tick.The claim on the box that the cards
are a â€˜complete spiritual toolkit for transforming your lifeâ€™ is lofty but can you really have a
toolkit for transformation in a set of 49-cards?Whereas many oracle cards really are just gentle
sayings or keywords to give you guidance on whatâ€™s going on in your life, the Chakra Wisdom

Oracle has been created to dig deeper into the hiccups and bumps we all experience in life.Often
we experience reality in ways that are uncomfortable or â€˜not workingâ€™ right because we have
energetic blockages (like in our chakras) or limiting beliefs. And usually we donâ€™t even know
theyâ€™re there.This is a deck for soul work and itâ€™s not going to tell you fluffy things you think
you want to hear.Itâ€™s going to highlight where you can make improvements so you can make
your life run smoother, achieve goals and generally upgrade your life. And the Chakra Wisdom
Oracle doesnâ€™t leave you hanging on how you can do this: each card comes with a legend,
inspiration, personal inquiry, key ideas, keywords and a short meditation.

I've got lots of oracle card decks and I would rate this one above average.Oracles are helpful to
reference when considering a question or issue, as they help trigger intuition and insights.Some
work better than others, and this is one of the better ones.What I like the most is that for each card,
there's quite a bit of material, offering a good chance of hitting on what feels "just right" with regard
to considering the issue from a different viewpoint, noticing something you hadn't before, gaining
more clarity, etc.>> Individual CardsFor each card, there's -- of course -- the card itself. Often
something from the image will jump out at me. I like the illustrations by Gretchen Raisch-Baskin, and
they have just the right amount of complexity.>> Using the GuidebookWithin the guidebook, for
each card, there is a title word, a quote, a legend (enjoyable!), an inspiration, a personal inquiry, key
ideas, keywords, and a meditation.That's quite a lot of raw material to work and play with!There's
also the card's general category, or chakra, with interesting write-ups on each of those. Along with
that is listed the chakra color and some implications of that.You can also access what you already
know about the colors and/or chakras, which for many of you is quite a bit of extra information since
they are already pretty well-established in the main-stream.The guidebook instructs you on using
various spreads or layouts in case you aren't familiar with them. And even if you are, Tori has put
her own spin on them and her variations are fun to play with.>> PackagingThe packaging is really
nice but with a few tweaks it could be exceptional.
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